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Abstract

Nowadays, multimedia services over wireless networks are increasingly popular. With multicast, many mobile
stations can join the same video group and share the same radio resource to efficiently increase frequency
utilization. However, users may be located at different positions, and so suffer different degrees of path loss and
interference, and receive a different signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR). Users at the cell-edge receiving a
lower SINR may degrade the multicast efficiency. In this article, we propose four schemes that consider fractional
frequency reuse (FFR) over relay networks in multi-cells. With FFR, users close to a base station (BS) are given more
resources to improve the video quality. An efficient resource allocation scheme is also proposed. Compared to the
conventional relay scheme, the proposed schemes can provide over 10% more video layers for all users and give
better video quality for users near the BS.
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1. Introduction
In coming years, the growing use of multimedia services
and streaming, such as live TV and on-demand video, is
expected to be one of the most attractive services of
wireless networks. Compared to wired networks, wire-
less networks have a limited and more expensive band-
width. Therefore, in order to efficiently utilize wireless
resources, users accessing the same media program can
join the same multicast group and be serviced simulta-
neously. As users within the same multicast group are
located at different positions and experience various
levels of path loss, they may receive a different signal-
to-interference and noise ratio (SINR). For a high prob-
ability of correctly decoding video data transmitted from
the base station (BS), a user requires a sufficient SINR.
Traditionally, a lower transmission rate is needed to
support a satisfactory multicast service for all users in
the same group. Therefore, users at the cell-edge who
suffer a larger path loss can only receive a lower SINR,
resulting in poor multicast efficiency.
In order to provide better coverage and throughput,

relay technology has been considered in various standards
(e.g., IEEE 802.16j, IEEE 802.16 m, and LTE-Advanced). In

addition to increasing the number of BSs, low-cost and
easy-placement relay stations (RSs) are also an efficient
solution for improving the performance of cell-edge areas.
As shown in Figure 1, the RSs are located between the BS
and the users. The transmission is divided into two steps.
In the first step, the BS transmits data to the RSs and
users with good SINR. Then, in the second step, the RSs
transmit data to users that are far from the BS and unable
to receive data in the first step. For users in the cell-edge
area, the SINR of BS RS and RS user connection would be
better than that of BS user connection, so this two-step
process can use a higher transmission rate and reduce the
difference in SINR among users in the service area [1].
RSs also increase the potential for reuse by taking into
account spatial diversity and channel diversity [2].
The reuse factor (K) of a network is defined as the num-

ber of adjacent cells operating on different frequencies, i.e.,
each K adjacent cells operate on separate frequencies. In
other words, each cell uses 1/K of the total frequency. In
conventional OFDMA-based wireless networks, as shown
in Figure 2a, each cell operates on a different frequency
from its neighbors to prevent interference between cells.
Thus, a K value of greater than one is obtained, which
causes poor frequency utilization. Lower values of K reuse
more frequencies, but have a higher interference. For bet-
ter frequency utilization, a reuse factor equal to one was
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considered for the fractional frequency reuse (FFR) studied
in [3-6]. As shown in Figure 2b,c, the total frequency is
divided into three equal partitions: F1, F2, and F3. The
unicast users are divided into groups of inner users and
outer users. The BS can use part of the frequency (e.g., F2
+ F3) to serve the inner users, and the other part of the
frequency (e.g., F1) for the outer users. The inner users
may suffer co-channel interference (CCI) from neighbor-
ing cells, but this scheme can use more frequencies than
the conventional scheme.
In addition, scalable video coding (SVC) [7,8] can effi-

ciently guarantee different video quality for users with
heterogeneous bandwidth. By applying SVC, the original
video is encoded into one base layer and several

enhancement layers. Users with a poor SINR can receive
fewer layers, while those with better SINR can receive
more layers to enjoy better video quality.
Recent research into relay communications can be

found in [2,9,10]. Jin and Li [2] exploited channel diver-
sity for different users, studying cooperative multicast
transmission combined with network coding to improve
performance. Hou et al. [9] proposed a multicast sche-
duling scheme with user cooperation to achieve high per-
formance and maintain fairness across groups. Elrabiei
and Habaebi [10] presented a power-efficient cooperative
transmission scheme that considers relay selection to sig-
nificantly minimize the number of cooperative users and
reduce power consumption. However, the IEEE 802.16j

Figure 1 Relay networks.

(a)                  (b)              (c) 

Figure 2 Comparison of frequency planning: (a) Conventional reuse scheme. (b) Frequency band. (c) FFR scheme.
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standard specifies a direct connection between the BS
and users, or a connection between the BS and users
with the help of RSs, but does not allow direct communi-
cation among users [11]. Therefore, the studies [2,9,11]
require some modifications before it can be applied to a
scenario with specified RSs.
Zhao and Su [12] analyzed the performance of coop-

erative and relay transmissions, and derived a closed-
form formulation to model the average outage probabil-
ities. Using this formulation, optimal cooperation strate-
gies for the relay location and power allocation are
provided. Multicast routing in relay networks has been
investigated in [13,14], where the protocol to find an
appropriate routing path to increase the system perfor-
mance was proposed. Sheen et al. [15] investigated opti-
mal RS placement, path selection, resource allocation,
and frequency reuse. However, only a few works con-
sider multicasts over relay networks.
Kuo and Lee [16] proposed a multicast recipient maxi-

mization scheme to achieve near-optimal solutions.
Research into video multicast scheduling over wireless
relay networks was presented in [1,17]. Alay et al. [1]
considered both omni-directional and directional relays
to analyze the optimal system parameters for maximiz-
ing the video quality, and Yu et al. [17] proposed a uti-
lity-based algorithm to maximize the system utility for
scalable video multicasts. Different from [1,17], the pro-
posed schemes in this article increase frequency utiliza-
tion by considering FFR in multi-cells.
In the proposed schemes, we define groups of inner

users and outer users. Inner users are served by the BS
with a lower reuse factor, and outer users are served by
the RSs with a higher reuse factor. For example, as
shown in Figure 3a,b, in the first step, the BS uses the
whole frequency (K = 1), before the RSs use K = 3 to
serve outer users in the second step. In the conventional
relay scheme, as shown in Figure 3c, d, both steps use a
reuse factor of 3 to avoid inter-cell interference. With
FFR, the BS has more resources available in the first
step, and thus requires a shorter transmission time than
the conventional scheme to transmit the same video
layers, and the RSs have a longer transmission time in
the second step. Therefore, the number of video layers
that RSs can transmit in the second step is mainly lim-
ited by the available resources, so outer users can
receive more video layers than with the conventional
scheme.
In this article, the proposed schemes using frequency

reuse in multi-cells have more efficient frequency utili-
zation than the conventional scheme. With frequency
reuse, the BS can use additional frequencies to transmit
more video layers to inner users. In order to use fre-
quency efficiently, a resource allocation scheme is pro-
posed to provide as many video layers as possible to all

users while keeping a satisfactory service, and to provide
additional video layers to inner users who have a good
SINR. Compared to the conventional scheme, the pro-
posed schemes provide better video quality for cell-edge
users and provide more video layers to all users.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section

2 introduces the background to FFR and related study.
A description of the problem and the proposed schemes
is given in Section 3, and the results of simulations are
presented in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. Background and related study
2.1 Overview of FFR
Conventionally, FFR is used to increase frequency utili-
zation efficiency and reduce interference. There are two
main FFR types, hard and soft, which we now describe.
The main difference is that soft FFR reuses more fre-
quency for inner users, such that the BS needs to lower
its transmission power to avoid interfering with users of
neighboring cells.
(1) Hard FFR: As shown in Figure 4, the BS transmits

data to inner users by inner band F1, and outer users
share the outer bands F2, F3, and F4 with outer users in
neighboring cells. For example, these BSs use F1 to
transmit data to inner users, and use F2, F3, and F4 to
transmit data to outer users. In cell A, outer users
receiving data through F2 have no interference from
neighboring cells; only inner users could suffer interfer-
ence through F1 from neighboring cells. Once inner
users are close to one BS (and far from neighboring
BSs), the SINR degradation caused by the interference
from neighboring BSs is acceptable.
(2) Soft FFR: As shown in Figure 5, each BS uses a

part of the frequency (e.g., F1 for cell A, F2 for cell B,
and F3 for cell C) to serve outer users, and uses the
other part of the frequency (e.g., F2 + F3 for cell A, F1
+ F3 for cell B, and F1 + F2 for cell C) to serve inner
users. Thus, a reuse factor K = 3 is applied to outer
users in each cell, and whole frequencies (K = 1) are
used to serve inner users. In soft FFR, outer users would
suffer interference from neighboring cells. To avoid
causing serious interference, each BS should use a lower
transmission power for inner users. For example, the BS
in cell A uses F1 to serve outer users, and the BSs in
cell B and cell C use F1 + F3 and F1 + F2, respectively,
to serve inner users, so that will cause interference due
to the simultaneous use of F1. As cell-edge users in cell
A, who are far from their BS and close to the neighbor-
ing BSs, receive data through F1, the interference from
the use of frequency F1 in cells B and C cannot be
neglected. To reduce the interference suffered by cell-
edge users in cell A, the BSs in cells B and C must use
a lower transmission power for inner users.
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2.2 Adaptive modulation and coding
To achieve a transmission rate close to the theoretical
channel capacity, adaptive modulation is used to adjust
different modulation schemes according to users’ chan-
nel conditions. Both LTE-advanced and WiMAX sup-
port these modulation levels [18,19], which are

quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), 16-state quadra-
ture amplitude modulation (16-QAM), and 64-state
QAM (64-QAM). Several channel coding schemes are
supported. For example, in IEEE 802.16 [19], OFDMA
architecture supports Convolution Code (CC), Block
Turbo Code (BTC), Convolution Turbo Code (CTC),

(a)                        (b)  

(c)                        (d) 

Figure 3 Comparison of frequency planning: (a) First step of the proposed scheme. (b) Second step of the proposed scheme. (c) First step
of the conventional scheme. (d) Second step of the conventional scheme.

Figure 4 Hard FFR.
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and Low Density Parity Check Code (LDPCC). BTC and
CTC are optional. Channel coding can improve the
error correction capability, but entails an additional
delay and complex decoding. When a user’s SINR is
good, the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) with
the highest transmission rate is used. Different modula-
tion and coding levels would then be dynamically
adjusted based on the user’s channel condition. Each
user measures channel state information and periodi-
cally feeds the information back to the BS, allowing the
BS to select a suitable MCS for each user.

2.3 Channel model
To calculate the SINR that a user can receive, the chan-
nel model in [6,20] is applied as follows:

SINRk = 10 · log10
(

Pti,c/PLik,c
Noisec +

∑
a∈W Pta,c/PLak,c

)

The transmission power of BS (or RS) i on a set of
channels c is denoted by Pti,c. PLik,c denotes the path
loss, calculated using the COST 231 Hata modeling

[20], from station i to user k.
∑

a∈W Pta,c/PLak,c is the

sum of the interference from all stations. As shown in
Figure 6, W is the set of BSs and RSs in neighboring
cells. Noisec denotes the noise level of the set of chan-
nels that are being used, and the same value is assigned
for all users and all channels. To simplify the channel
model, the transmission power is evenly distributed to
all channels and the cooperative transmission gain is
not considered. As illustrated in Figure 6a, we assume
that the main interference in a cell comes from six
neighboring cells, while that from other cells is negligi-
ble. Figure 6b shows that each cell has six RSs. Outer
users in the central cell receive data from an RS through
frequency F3 (Figure 6a), so they suffer interference
from the six neighboring cells due to the BSs in cells A,
C, and E using frequency F2 + F3, and the BSs in cells

B, D, and F using frequency F1 + F3. As the transmis-
sion power is evenly distributed to all channels, each
neighboring BS transmits frequency F3 at half power.

3. Proposed schemes
3.1 FFR schemes with relay
The proposed schemes are suitable for multiple BSs. To
simplify the system environment, we consider a central
cell and six neighboring cells, as shown in Figure 6a.
Each cell has six RSs, as shown in Figure 6b. We also
assume that these systems operate in half duplex, i.e.,
RSs cannot receive and transmit data simultaneously.
Several researchers [9], [21-23] have presented that a
synchronization assumption is feasible. In this article,
we assume that all RSs in a cell can synchronize their
transmissions perfectly, so that synchronization errors
are negligible. RSs in a cell can multicast data simulta-
neously without causing co-channel interference and
degrading users’ SINR. Cooperative transmission gain is
not considered in this article. We apply FFR to two
steps of multicast transmission. In the first step, the BS
transmits video layers to inner users and RSs, and in the
second step, all RSs simultaneously transmit video layers
to outer users. With frequency reuse, the BS can trans-
mit additional video layers to inner users. The four pro-
posed FFR schemes are described as follows.
(1) Hard FFR with relay: In the first step, the BS in

cell A can use both the inner band (F1) and the outer
band (F2) to transmit data to inner users and RSs, as
shown in Figure 7a. As inner users receiving data from
the BS in cell A through inner band F1 suffer interfer-
ence from the BSs in cells B and C, only inner users
who are close to the BS and have a good SINR can
receive data successfully. The inner users receiving data
through the outer band (F2) have no interference and,
consequently, a better SINR. In the second step, RSs in
cell A use F2 to transmit data to outer users, and the
BS uses F1 to transmit additional video layers to inner

Figure 5 Soft FFR.
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Figure 6 An example of cell planning: (a) An example of system interference. (b) Model of the relay network.

(a)                        (b) 

(c)

Figure 7 Frequency planning of Hard FFR: (a) First step. (b) Second step. (c) Radio map of cell A.
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users at the same time, as shown in Figure 7b. In cell A,
outer users receive data from RSs through the outer
band (F2) with no interference. Although the BSs in
cells B and C cause interference on the inner band,
inner users in cell A who have a good SINR can still
receive data successfully. The radio map of cell A is
shown in Figure 7c.
(2) Traditional FFR with relay: In the first step, the BS

can use the whole frequency (F1 + F2 + F3) to transmit
data, as shown in Figure 8a. Due to the interference
from neighboring cells, only inner users can receive
data. In the second step, as for the conventional scheme,
RSs in each cell share a frequency with RSs in neighbor-
ing cells. The RSs of cells A, B, and C use F1, F2, and
F3, respectively, and the BSs do not transmit anything
to prevent causing interference for cell-edge users in
neighboring cells, as shown in Figure 8b. The radio map
of cell A is shown in Figure 8c. To avoid the interfer-
ence caused by RSs and neighboring BSs transmitting at
the same time, neighboring cells must synchronize the
transmission time of the two steps. For example, when
neighboring cells are not synchronized, the BS in cell A
uses the whole frequency (F1 + F2 + F3) in its first step

at the same time as the RSs in cell B are using F2 in
their second step. The cell-edge users in cell B that suf-
fer interference due to the BS of cell A thus receive a
poor SINR. Therefore, each cell cannot dynamically
adjust its transmission time independently.
(3) Soft FFR with relay: Similar to the first step of the

Traditional FFR, the BS can use the whole frequency
range, as shown in Figure 9a. In order to increase fre-
quency utilization, the second step differs from that of
the Traditional FFR scheme. The BS reuses the remain-
ing frequency in the second step to transmit additional
video layers to inner users, as shown in Figure 9b. As
described in Section 2.1, to prevent serious interference
with the RS transmissions of neighboring cells, the BS
needs to lower its transmission power. Due to this low-
ered transmission power in both steps, synchronization
with neighboring cells is not necessary. The radio map
of cell A is shown in Figure 9c.
(4) Two-step power soft FFR with relay: This differs

from the Soft FFR scheme in that, in order to increase
the signal strength for inner users in the first step, the
BS uses its original transmission power before lowering
the power level in the second step. Similar to the

(a)                        (b) 

           (c) 

Figure 8 Frequency planning of Traditional FFR: (a) First step. (b) Second step. (c) Radio map of cell A.
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Traditional FFR, this scheme must synchronize its trans-
mission time with neighboring cells. Compared to the
Soft FFR, the Two-step power soft FFR provides a better
SINR to inner users in the first step, but the transmis-
sion time cannot be changed dynamically.
The main points of the four FFR schemes described

above are summarized in Table 1.

3.2 Resource allocation scheme
The goals of the proposed resource allocation scheme can
be described as follows. The scheme should provide video
layers as satisfactorily as possible to all users. The inner
users with good SINRs should be allowed to receive more
video layers. Moreover, in order to maintain fairness

between groups, the scheme should allocate the limited
resources according to each group’s service condition. For
example, assume that there are three multicast groups and
the resources are limited. We denote {x, y, z} as the num-
ber of video layers that are provided to cell-edge users of
the three different multicast groups (x layers for cell-edge
users in the first group, y layers for cell-edge users in the
second group, and z layers for cell-edge users in the third
group). Assume that two different assignments, {2, 2, 2}
and {1, 3, 3}, can be allocated to cell-edge users of these
three groups. Although the assignment {1, 3, 3} provides a
total of seven layers, the six layers of the {2, 2, 2} assign-
ment should be selected in order to maintain fairness. The
notation used in this section is given in Table 2.

           (a)                        (b) 

(c)
Figure 9 Frequency planning of Soft FFR: (a) First step. (b) Second step. (c) Radio map of cell A.

Table 1 Main differences among the four FFR schemes

FFR scheme Synchronization among neighboring cells BS power

Step 1 Step 2

Hard No Normal Normal

Traditional Yes Normal None

Soft No Low Low

Two-step power soft Yes Low Normal
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The available frequencies for the different FFR schemes
described in Section 3.1 are summarized in Table 3. B
denotes the total frequency band of the system. When
the subcarrier permutation is in the partial usage of sub-
channels (PUSC) mode and the FFT size is 1024, a slot
(the basic resource element) contains two subchannels
and the total number of subchannels is 30. For Hard
FFR, as shown in Figure 7c, the number of subchannels
F1 is set to six and F2 is set to eight to balance the avail-
able resources for the BS and RSs. As shown in Figures
8c and 9c, the RSs can use ten subchannels for Tradi-
tional FFR, Soft FFR, and Two-step power soft FFR. The
symbol C1 denotes the available resources for the BS in
the first step within a basic service time, and C2 denotes
the available resources for the RSs in the second step
within a basic service time. C1 and C2 are calculated as
follows for the Hard and Soft FFR.

Hard FFR: C1 = 14/30 × B, C2 = 8/30 × B.
Soft FFR: C1 = B, C2 = 1/3 × B.
The total multicast time in a frame is set to T. The

transmission times in the first and second steps are t1
and t2, and thus T = t1 + t2. The symbol S1 denotes the
total available resources for the BS in the first step, S2
denotes the available resources for the RSs in the second
step, and S3 denotes the additional resources for the BS
in the second step. A comparison of the available
resources is listed in Table 4. Although the transmission
times for the Hard and Soft FFRs are not predetermined,
in order to compare the available resources of the two
steps, the available resource for the BS in the first step
(S1) is set to equal the available resource for the RSs in
the second step (S2) in Table 4. Thus, the transmission
time ratio of the two steps is set to 1:3 for the Traditional
FFR, the Soft FFR, and the Two-step power soft FFR.

Table 2 List of notation

Notation Description

V All videos played in multicast groups

L Number of video layers a video is encoded in

X Index of a video layer {1, 2,...,L}

vx xth layer of video v

Nv Users request video v

mv,x
1 MCS used by the BS for the xth layer of video v in the first step

mv,x
2 MCS used by the RSs for the xth layer of video v in the second step

mv,x
3 MCS used by the BS for the xth layer of video v in the second step

R
(
mv,x

j

)
Transmission rate of the MCS (bits/slot)

T Total multicast time

t1 Duration of the first step

t2 Duration of the second step

S1 Total resources available in the first step (slot)

S2 Resources available for the RSs in the second step (slot)

S3 Resources available for the BS in the second step (slot)

bitv,x Bit rate of the xth layer of video v (bits/OFDMA frame)

Sused1 Total resources used in the first step (slot)

Sused2 Resources used by the RSs in the second step (slot)

Sused3 Resources used by the BS in the second step (slot)

B Total frequency band in the system (subchannel)

C1 Resources available for the BS in the first step within a basic service time

C2 Resources available for RSs in the second step within a basic service time

Table 3 Comparison of available frequencies

Conventional relay Hard FFR Traditional FFR Soft FFR Two-step power soft FFR

Available frequencies for BS in step 1 F1
= 10/30 × B

F1 + F2
= 14/30 × B

F1 + F2 + F3
= 30/30 × B

F1 + F2 + F3
= 30/30 × B

F1 + F2 + F3
= 30/30 × B

Available frequencies for RS in step 2 F1
= 10/30 × B

F2
= 8/30 × B

F1
= 10/30 × B

F1
= 10/30 × B

F1
= 10/30 × B

Available frequencies for BS in step 2 0 F1
= 6/30 × B

0 F2 + F3
= 20/30 × B

F2 + F3
= 20/30 × B
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Similarly, to compare the available resources, the trans-
mission time ratio of the two steps for the Hard FFR is
set to 8:14.
Compared to a conventional relay scheme, the FFR

schemes have more resources available to the BS in the
first step. After providing more video layers to all users,
the remaining resources of the BS in the first step of the
FFR schemes are greater than in the conventional relay
scheme. This remaining resource can be used to provide
additional video layers to inner users. Based on the
above observations, the proposed resource allocation
scheme for use by all FFR methods is shown in Algo-
rithms 1, 2, and 3. Algorithm 1 attempts to find the
maximum number of video layers that can be provided
to all users as a basic service and minimize resource
consumption. The remaining resource is allocated to
RSs in the second step by Algorithm 2, which deter-
mines the appropriate MCS of the BS and RSs to
increase transmission efficiency, even if users with lower
SINRs cannot receive data correctly. Algorithm 3 allo-
cates the additional resources for the BS in the second
step of the Hard FFR, Soft FFR, and Two-step power
soft FFR, and determines which group should be sched-
uled as a higher priority and the MCS that should be
employed to transmit video layers to inner users.
As shown in Algorithm 1, the proposed resource allo-

cation scheme first determines the satisfactory video
layers (denoted by Q*) that all users can receive. This
can be formulated as follows.

Q∗ =

argmax
Q ≤ L

{ ∑
x≤Q

∑
all v∈V min

mv,x
1 ,mv,x

2 ∈ MCS

( ⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

1

)⌉
+

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

2

)⌉ ) } (1)

subject to

∀ i ∈ Nv, Iv,x
(
i,mv,x

1 ,mv,x
2

)
= 1 (2)

sused1 =
∑

x≤Q∗

∑
all v∈V

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

1

)⌉ ≤ s1 (3)

sused2 =
∑

x≤Q∗

∑
all v∈V

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

2

)⌉ ≤ s2 (4)

if the Traditional FFR or the Two-step power soft FFR
is used, and

(∑
x≤Q∗

∑
allv∈V

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

1

)⌉)
/C1

+
(∑

x≤Q∗

∑
allv∈V

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

2

)⌉)
/C2 ≤ T

(5)

if the Hard FFR or the Soft FFR is used.
Equation (1) maximizes the number of video layers Q

while minimizing the resource consumption, where bitv,x
is the bit rate of the xth layer of video v (denoted as vx).
The MCS mv,x

1 used by the BS in the first step and MCS
mv,x

2 used by the RSs in the second step are found by

Equation (1). The transmission rate R
(
mv,x

j

)
is deter-

mined according to which mv,x
j is used. To transmit the

video layer vx with the MCS mv,x
j requires at least⌈

bitv,x/R
(
mv,x

j

)⌉
resource slots, which is the ceiling

value of bitv,x/R
(
mv,x

j

)
. In other words, this is the smal-

lest integer that is greater than or equal to

bitv,x/R
(
mv,x

j

)
. A higher transmission rate indicates that

a user needs a higher SINR to receive data correctly.
Iv,x

(
i,mv,x

1 ,mv,x
2

)
is equal to 1 if user i can receive and

decode video layer vx correctly when the mv,x
1 and mv,x

2
MCSs are used, and is equal to 0 otherwise. Equation
(2) checks whether all users can receive the Q* layers.
Equations (3) and (4) check whether there are sufficient
resources for the two steps, where sused1 are the resources
used by the BS in the first step, S1 are the resources
available to the BS in the first step, sused2 are the
resources used by the RSs in the second step, and S2 are
the resources available for the RSs in the second step.
Equation (5) checks the resource constraint for the
Hard FFR and the Soft FFR, where C1 are the resources
available to the BS in the first step within a basic service
time, and C2 are the resources available to RSs in the
second step within a basic service time. Therefore, the
minimum resource consumption and the maximum
number of video layers Q for all users can be deter-
mined by Equations (1) (5).
After determining the resources required for transmit-

ting a satisfactory number of video layers and the bit
rates of the two steps, Algorithm 2 is designed to sche-
dule any remaining resources in the second step. In

Table 4 Comparison of available resources

Conventional relay Hard FFR Traditional FFR Soft FFR Two-step power soft FFR

S1 1/3 × B × t1
= 1/6 × B × T

14/30 × B × t1
≅ 5.09/30 × B × T

B × t1
= 1/4 × B × T

B × t1
= 1/4 × B × T

B × t1
= 1/4 × B × T

S2 1/3 × B × t2
= 1/6 × B × T

8/30 × B × t2
≅ 5.09/30 × B × T

1/3 × B × t2
= 1/4 × B × T

1/3 × B × t2
= 1/4 × B × T

1/3 × B × t2
= 1/4 × B × T

S3 0 6/30 × B × t2
≅ 3.82/30 × B × T

0 2/3 × B × t2
= 1/2 × B × T

2/3 × B × t2
= 2/4 × B × T

Total 1/3 × B × T 14/30 × B × T 1/2 × B × T B × T B × T
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order to maintain fairness, the cell-edge users have a
higher priority for using the remaining resources in this
step. The following equations compute the transmission
efficiency of the video layers. After computing the trans-
mission efficiency, the BS decides which video layers
will be transmitted.

max
mv,x

1 ,mv,x
2 ∈ MCS

⎧⎨
⎩

⎛
⎝∑

i∈Nv

Iv,x
(
i,mv,x

1 ,mv,x
2

)⎞⎠/( ⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

1

)⌉
+

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

2

)⌉ )⎫⎬⎭ (6)

subject to

sused1 +
⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

1

)⌉ ≤ s1 (7)

sused2 +
⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

2

)⌉ ≤ s2 (8)

if the Traditional FFR or the Two-step power soft FFR
is used, and

(
sused1 +

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

1

)⌉ )
/ C1 +

(
sused2 +

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

2

)⌉ )
/ C2 ≤ T (9)

if the Hard FFR or the Soft FFR is used.
Equation (6) is used to find the most efficient trans-

mission rate for each step. Video layers with higher effi-
ciency will be allocated a higher priority. In order to use
resources efficiently, suitable MCSs mv,x

1 and mv,x
2 are

found for each video group in order to increase the
number of users who can successfully receive data per
resource slot. In order to maintain fairness among
groups, video layer vx would only be allocated after all
lower layers (<x) of all videos had already been allo-
cated. Equations (7) and (8) check the resource con-
sumption of transmitting video layer vx. For the Hard
FFR and the Soft FFR, the resource consumption is only
checked by Equation (9).
With frequency reuse in the second step, the BS can

use additional resources and the remaining resources to
provide additional video layers for inner users, as shown
in Algorithm 3. Similar to Equations (6) (9), the follow-
ing equations are used to compute the transmission effi-
ciency and find the most efficient transmission rate for
inner users.

max
mv,x

3 ∈ MCS

⎧⎨
⎩

⎛
⎝∑

i∈Nv

Iv,x
(
i,mv,x

3

)⎞⎠/⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

3

)⌉ ⎫⎬
⎭(10)

subject to

sused3 +
⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

3

)⌉ ≤ s1 + s2 + s3 − sused1 − sused2 (11)

In Equation (10), Iv,x
(
i,mv,x

3

)
is equal to 1 if user i

can receive and decode video layer vx correctly when
the mv,x

3 MCS is used by the BS in the second step, and
is equal to 0 otherwise. Equation (11) checks the
resource consumption of transmitting video layer vx to

inner users. sused3 denotes the resources used by the BS
in the second step, and S3 are the resources available to
the BS in the second step.

4. Simulation
To evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes
and the quality of the video received by users, a simula-
tor was implemented in Java to take the path loss
model, MCS, and different FFR schemes into account.
The proposed scheme can be extended to wireless relay
networks such as WiMAX and LTE. In this article, the
simulation parameters are based on IEEE 802.16j, and
parameter values suggested by the WiMAX forum in
[24] are listed in Table 5. OFDMA parameters and
MCSs are used according to [19], and these are listed in
Tables 6 and 7. We use the COST 231 Hata [20] path
loss model. In the simulation, each group provides a
video to its users. Each video is encoded into five layers,
and the bit rates from the first to the fifth layers are {32,
32, 64, 128, 256} kbits, respectively. The system provides
at least a basic layer to all users, and then provides as
many video layers as possible. Each video group has 20
users on average, and each user is located at a random
position within the service area. All simulation results
are averaged from 1000 trials, and the network topology
is regenerated for each trial. The simulation results are
described as follows.
Figure 10 shows the average number of video layers

received by a user. Due to the limited resources, a user
can receive fewer video layers as the number of video
groups increases. When there are 30 video groups in the
system, there is a probability of around 10% that the
conventional relay scheme cannot provide the basic
layer to all users. It can be observed that when the sys-
tem has more than five video groups, the Two-step
power soft FFR has a 10% gain in video layers over the

Table 5 System parameters

Parameter Value

Operating frequency 2.5 GHz

Duplex TDD

Channel bandwidth 10 MHz

Cell radius 1200 m

BS full power 43 dBm

BS lower power 30 dBm

RS power 40 dBm

BS height 32 m

RS height 32 m

MS height 1.5 m

BS antenna gain 15 dBi

RS antenna gain 12 dBi

MS antenna gain 1 dBi

MS noise figure 7 dB
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conventional relay scheme. However, as shown in Figure
11, the Soft FFR can provide more satisfactory services
for the outer users. The Traditional FFR and the Two-
step power soft FFR would limit the satisfactory number
of video layers for all users, because the available
resources of the two steps are predetermined and may
be insufficient in the first or second step. For the Soft
FFR, the resources available in each step can be adjusted
by changing the transmission time of the two steps;
thus, the Soft FFR can support more video groups when
the system overloads.
Next, the average number of layers received by users

located at different distances from the BS is estimated in
order to verify the fairness of the FFR schemes. Better
fairness implies that cell-edge users can receive more
video layers. This simulation has 15 video groups in the
system, and each group averages 20 users. As shown in
Figure 12, the average number of layers received is esti-
mated at intervals of 100 m from the BS. For example,
100 200 m on the horizontal axis indicates users located
100 200 m from the BS. The Soft FFR and the Two-step
power soft FFR can provide more video layers for users
at the cell-edge, while maintaining a good video quality
for users near the BS.
Figures 13 and 14 show the average and minimum

number of layers received by a user with 4, 6, and 8 RSs
in the system, and a distance of 850, 650, and 650 m,
respectively, between the BS and the RSs. In the simula-
tion, there are 15 and 20 video groups. As shown in Fig-
ure 13, the average number of layers received increases

as the number of RSs increases, although there is no sig-
nificant increase between using six and eight RSs in the
system. As shown in Figure 14, with 6 or 8 RSs and 15
groups in the system, all the schemes can provide
roughly 2 video layers for the cell-edge users. With 4
RSs and 20 groups in the system, all the schemes can
provide only one video layer for the cell-edge users.
Moreover, as the Traditional FFR and the Soft FFR pro-
vide a better service for the cell-edge users, the number
of RSs in the system has less effect on the video quality
for these users.
The characteristics of the four proposed schemes can

be compared in the summary in Table 8. One observa-
tion is that the Traditional FFR, the Soft FFR, and the
Two-step power soft FFR perform better than the Hard
FFR. The features of these three schemes are summar-
ized as follows. On average, the Two-step power soft
FFR provides the best video quality, whereas the Tradi-
tional FFR and the Soft FFR provide better video quality
for cell-edge users. The Traditional FFR provides the
best video quality for outer users, while its average
video quality is slightly worse than that of the Soft FFR
and the Two-step power soft FFR. The Soft FFR pro-
vides the best video quality for cell-edge users, but pro-
vides fewer video layers for users who are located 400
900 m from the BS than the Traditional FFR or the
Two-step power soft FFR.

5. Conclusions
In this article, we have proposed four FFR schemes for
layered video multicast over relay networks, namely
Hard FFR, Traditional FFR, Soft FFR, and Two-step
power soft FFR. A resource allocation scheme was also
proposed for the four FFR schemes to provide as many
video layers as possible to all users and provide addi-
tional video layers to inner users. Simulation results
showed that cell-edge users could receive over 10%
more video layers using the Traditional FFR, Soft FFR,
and Two-step power soft FFR schemes than with the
conventional relay scheme. These three schemes are
each suited to a different distribution of users, and thus
the selection of which scheme is most appropriate will
depend on how the network of users is distributed. The
Traditional FFR scheme performs better for users in the
outer range, whereas Soft FFR performs better for cell-
edge users, and the Two-step power soft FFR scheme
gives better performance for the inner users.

Algorithm 1
1: Q* = 0//Number of video layers for all users
2: for x ≤ L // Index of all video layers
3: for all v Î V // v is the video played in multicast

groups
4: for all available MCSs of BS (mj) and RSs (mk)

Table 6 OFDMA parameters

Parameter Value

Permutation mode PUSC

FFT size 1024

OFDMA symbol duration 102.9° μ

Frame duration 5 ms

PUSC mode

Number of data subcarriers 720

Number of pilot subcarriers 120

Number of null subcarriers 184

Number of subchannels 30

Table 7 MCSs

MCS Required SNR (db) Normalized capacity

QPSK ½ 5 1

QPSK ¾ 8 1.5

16-QAM ½ 10.5 2

16-QAM ¾ 14 3

64-QAM ½ 16 3

64-QAM 2/3 18 4

64-QAM ¾ 20 4.5
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5: if

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

1

)⌉
+

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

2

)⌉
>

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mj

)⌉
+

⌈
bitv,x/R (mk)

⌉
and ∀ i ∈ Nv, Iv,x

(
i,mj,mk

)
= 1

6: Update mv,x
1 ← mj, m

v,x
2 ← mk

7: next mj, mk pair
8: next v
9: if satisfy Equations (3), (4) and (5)
10: schedule vx with mv,x

1 , mv,x
2 , all v Î V

11: Q*++
12: else break
13: next x
14: Q*–

Algorithm 2
1: for each x, x >Q* // Index of unscheduled video
layers
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2: for all v Î V // v is the video played in multicast
groups
3: for all available MCS pairs of BS (mv,x

1 ) and RSs
(mv,x

2 )
//Select mv,x

1 and mv,x
2 to achieve the highest effiencyv,x

4: if satisfy Equations (7), (8) and (9)

5: Compute effiencyv,x =⎛
⎝∑

i∈Nv

Iv,x
(
i,mv,x

1 ,mv,x
2

)⎞⎠/( ⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

1

)⌉
+

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

2

)⌉ )

6: Store the highest effiencyv,x and its mv,x
1 and mv,x

2
7: end if
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8: next mv,x
1 , mv,x

2 pairs
9: next v
10: Sort vx by efficiencyv,x in descending order
11: for each vx, v Î V
12: Schedule vx if satisfy Equations (7), (8) and (9)
13: Update sused1 ← sused1 +

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

1

)⌉
sused2 ← sused2 +

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

2

)⌉
14: next vx has the highest efficiencyv,x
15: if resources are not enough break
16: next x

Algorithm 3
1: for x ≤ L // Index of unscheduled video layers
2: for all v Î V // each video belong to video multi-

cast groups
3: for all available MCS of BS (mv,x

3 )
// Select mv,x

3 to achieve the highest effiencyv,x
4: if satisfy Equation (11)

5: Compute effiencyv,x =⎛
⎝∑

i∈Nv

Iv,x
(
i,mv,x

3

)⎞⎠/⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

3

)⌉

6: Store the highest effiencyv,x and its mv,x
3

7: end if
8: next mv,x

3
9: next v
10: Sort vx by efficiencyv,x in descending order
11: for each vx that are not scheduled, v Î V
12: Schedule vx if satisfy Equation (11)
13: Update sused3 ← sused3 +

⌈
bitv,x/R

(
mv,x

3

)⌉
14: next vx has the highest efficiencyv,x
15: If resources are not enough break
16: Next x
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Table 8 Characteristics comparison of the four FFR schemes

FFR
scheme

Video quality for
inner users

Video quality for
outer users

Drawbacks

Hard Medium Bad

Traditional Medium Best for outer users Need to synchronize to neighboring cells

Soft High Best for cell-edge
users

Lower SINR for inner users as BS lowers its transmission power in both steps

Two-step
soft

High Good Must be synchronized to neighboring cells and has a more complicated power control as the
BS lowers its transmission power in the second step only
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